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Items that fall under the category of HOSPITALITY/OUTREACH/SPIRITUAL NURTURE 

Change arrangement of chairs in overflow. There 
is room in the pews - seats are not needed for 
“overflow” any longer. Consider removing, 
replacing with tables & chairs, using space as 
fellowship are. Brainstorm and experiment!  

Monique Hospitality 
/Trustees  

Rearrangement of this space has been well received. Tables are used not 
only during worship but offer a nice alternative meeting/discussion center 
during other times. Rocking chairs at back are appreciated and used by 
young parents and others. HOWEVER, all of the furniture currently in use in 
this area was reclaimed from somewhere else and much of it is 
uncomfortable. I think we’ve now shown that having alternative casual seating 
in this area is something we want to continue. I would lobby that we now need 
to invest in better quality furniture for the space. This arrangement has also 
made the space more versatile for other uses (reflection stations, special 
fellowship times, etc.) 

How to identify visitors: first time, relatively new. 
Some want to be identified/introduced others do 
not. How are we sensitive to that but still 
welcoming. Consider issues of “strangers” from 
other service, i.e. people you don’t know attend 
regularly because you attend different services. 

Hospitality Hospitality Registry pads have been redesigned with the goal of better tracking of guests. 
We still need to work on congregational support for encouraging guests to 
provide information, while still recognizing some will not want to and being 
sensitive to that being the preference of some guests. 

Visitors: Treat visitor and you get a homemade pie Pastor Kevin Hospitality Visitors who can be contacted receive a baked good or some kind of goodie 
from the “first responder” on the Hospitality committee. This has always been 
the case. The ongoing battle is getting the full info from guests 

We missed you notes: How do we convey to 
people that we miss them when they’re not there 
without imposing guilt when they do miss? How do 
we track attendance/participation?   

hospitality Hospitality Initial discussions with our new Coordinator of Ministries have highlighted this 
as an area that needs focus. Software in use by the office has many features 
related to this that we aren’t using. May need to purchase additional software 
licence to allow multiple staff members to have easy access to it. The hardest 
part in accomplishing this goal is the data collection and management. 

Create/Implement All-in-one Communication Card: 
use to collect info on visitors, prayer requests, 
message feedback.  

NCD: IW 
webinar 

Hospitality A new guest card was created and incorporated into the worship sign in pads. 
But people don’t always fill them out. Additional creative ways to encourage 
feedback, prayer request, etc. from people. 

Create a info brochure/packet for visitors. Have it 
available in pews or for distribution by 
greeters/ushers 

Rhonda/Betty Hospitality Welcome info has been updated and is available at the back table. Is also 
shared by Hospitality responders when they followup with guests. Need to 
have more intentional training for ushers or others if we want this to happen 
more consistently on Sunday mornings. Those efforts could be connected to 
filling out the orange guest cards.  
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Update and relocate kids activity bags so they are 
easier for newcomers to find. 

Rhonda/Betty Hospitality No change yet. 

Post monthly lineup of who is in charge of 
fellowship time to make it easier to 
communicate/coordinate sharing of food leftover 
from various events. 

Rhonda/Betty Hospitality In progress. Posting of names did help but needs some tweaking to make it 
more visible. Also need to develop a system to ensure that committee chairs 
get reminders prior to their month as we’ve had several slips the first week of 
the month.  

Consider having fellowship time for late service 
before worship. 

Rhonda/Betty Hospitality Has been discussed. Definitely a stronger fellowship gathering after early 
church in the Friendship Center. Many folks visit after late service, but many 
remain in the sanctuary to do so and never make it into the Friendship Center. 
If fellowship is happening naturally, why do we feel compelled to try to force it 
to be in the Friendship Center? Is there a way to compromise? Would a 
publicized 9:30 fellowship time bring late service people in early for this? 

Consider moving fellowship serving tables to 
different location, i.e. closer to overflow doors. 

Rhonda/Betty Hospitality The nature of our physical space does not create a natural flow of people into 
the Friendship Center. Continue trying ideas to use overflow area to gather 
and encourage path into Friendship Center.  

Occasionally have greeters hand out printed 
prayer, “Hugs” candies, etc. 

Rhonda/Betty Hospitality No action yet.  

Use overflow area for “interactive” worship space, 
could include objects or prayer stations that tie into 
theme/message of the day. 

Ashley Hospitality This has been successfully done during Lent with Ashley’s reflection centers. 
Well recieved. 

Ask greeters to remind regular attendees to get 
their name tags! 

Monique Hospitality Getting better, but we need regular reminders to wear our nametags.  

Have visitor “spotters”  who would focus on 
identifying and reaching out to new visitors. 

group Hospitality There seem to be more awareness of this among congregation. Need to 
continue work on formalizing collection of information, i.e. remember to fill out 
the guest card! 

Make sure members know role they play in 
greeting new people and that this is what often 
makes the difference 

focus group Hospitality Doing a better job at this. Need to work on encouraging congregants to share 
info on guests with the staff to enhance the post-worship outreach.  

Nursery info: communicate in multiple ways the 
child safety procedures we use. Who is in nursery, 
background checks, etc. Post on nursery doors 
and include in info given to young parents/new 

focus group Hospitality  
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members. 

Communicate location of activities. Big board in 
visible location as to where rooms are and 
calendar of activities (even the regular ones so 
newcomers know). 

focus group Hospitality
/ Trustees 

Will be worked on as part of interior signage effort. 

Concerns: would like to see as much focus on 
needs within our community as we put into world 
issues. There is much need within Grinnell that we 
could raise more awareness of - hunger, poverty, 
homeless.   

focus group Missions Ongoing 

Have an open house/rally regularly - something to 
get new people in the door and showcase the 
church. Offer tours which will also help orient 
members to various areas.  

focus group Spiritual 
Nurture & 
Outreach 

Not intentionally tried yet 

Offer small groups to bring together young/old, 
new/long time members,  

focus group Spiritual 
Nurture & 
Outreach 

Nine to Dine groups (monthly social groups) started in summer 2014 and 
were very successful with over 10 groups regularly meeting. 

Offer brunch quarterly between services. 
Specifically invite new members but also open to 
all. Chance for people to get to know each other 
(from early/late service, new members, etc.). Offer 
info about various programs and possible do a 
tour. 

focus group Spiritual 
Nurture & 
Outreach 

No intentionally looked at yet 

Encourage every member of the leadership team 
(anyone on a committee) to be a part of a small 
group as a way to not only form small groups but 
also make sure each group has someone in it that 
might be able to answer questions that come up 

focus group Spiritual 
Nurture & 
Outreach 

Encouraged as part of the Nine to Dine groups with very high participation of 
church leaders. 

Gifts survey: What does this look like and how can 
we implement? Set goal to have every 
person/member find a place where they can share 
their gifts? Ask where/how they want to serve?  

 Spiritual 
Nurture & 
Outreach 

A Willing Servant Opportunities form was created and made available at 
www.tinyurl.com/GUMC-WillingServant and in print format. We had about 30 
respondents, which was more than previous attempts but not as many as we 
had hoped for. Need to continue to find ways to help people identify their gifts 
and find ways to use them. 

http://www.tinyurl.com/GUMC-WillingServant
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We are complacent about marketing ourselves. 
Should do more outreach to new residents, college 
students. Pictures of new people (even before they 
decide to join) posted somewhere would help 
people get to know them. 

focus group Hospitality
? 

Need to develop a marketing plan and establish adequate budgeting for this 
purpose. 

Small groups that could meet as few as 1-2 times 
for social fellowship, i.e. variety from committing to 
a longer term small group. Really want to mix 
young/old, new/longtime, early/later worship, etc. 

focus group Hospitality Nine to dine groups address this 

Fellowship Time: Instead of having committees be 
in charge or doing fellowship time why not ask 
members to volunteer to do it? Gives those who 
are not on a committee a chance to be involved 
and relieves some of the burden of already busy 
committee members 

focus group Hospitality Ongoing effort to encourage this 

Establish email communication with all members 
where announcements about events, issues 
before the church, what’s happening in church this 
week, etc. can be shared.  

focus group Hospitality
/Office 

Have been using church Facebook page for this purpose, with many 
commenting that they appreciate seeing the updates this way. Need to look at 
all avenues for communication (email, social media outlets) and accept that 
no single one will reach every person, i.e. you have to communicate multiple 
times in multiple ways in order to reach as many people as possible 

Items that fall under the category of PHYSICAL SPACE/TRUSTEES 

    

Audio System: Improve sound quality (less 
static/feedback): Create list of hardware issues 
and solutions (wiring, equipment needs) 

Ashley/ 
Monique 

AV/ 
Trustees 

Major sound system upgrade completed Fall 2014 including new sound 
board, speakers, and microphones.  

Audio System: Reduce frustrations with 
microphone timing (when they are turned on). 
Brainstorm ways to improve communication 
between those in booth and those up front as to 
what mics are needed when. 

Ashley/ 
Monique 

AV/ 
Trustees 

New sound system reduces feedback and need for muting unused mics. 
However, this still varies depending on the volunteer running the board. Need 
to do more comprehensive discussion and training once all new system 
issues are settled. Need documentation on best practices. 

Audio System: Look at issues related to volunteer 
run system, different people running each week 

Ashley/ 
Monique 

AV/ 
Trustees 

We are lucky to have 3 really dedicated volunteers, but really need to recruit 
some others who are willing to be trained and in the rotation. 
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and brainstorm ideas for helping things run 
smoother week to week. 

Projection System: Create list of factors involved 
with efficient slide progression (especially in 
songs/readings). Note hardware, software, 
personnel strengths and limitations and proposed 
solutions to consider for improvement. 

Ashley/ 
Monique 

AV/ 
Trustees 

All hardware and software was upgraded Fall 2015 and problems related to 
system hardware should be resolved. Need documentation of best practices. 
April 2015 staff transitions impact creation of Mediashout shows and worship 
service control. Will use volunteers in the short term while SPRC determines 
staffing future. 

Projection System: Video quality issues & possible 
solutions 

Ashley/ 
Monique 

AV/ 
Trustees 

Complete video system upgrade completed. Removal of projection screen 
and use of new large monitors has been well received. Resolution and clarity 
on screens is a marked improvement, as is the aesthetic of not having the big 
screen dominate the front of the sanctuary. Video quality has improved. Need 
documentation of process. 

Signage: exterior doors, once inside how easy is it 
to find restrooms, fellowship area, etc.  

NCD Trustees Trustees plan to work on signage in 2015. Ideas include exterior “flags” to 
highlight preferred entrance for guests and more visible and complete signage 
from inside the sanctuary and other entrances. 

Outside signage to promote church & activities. 
Possible changable message sign. Consider the 
“tall flags” to get attention 

focus group Trustees Will be looked at 2015 

Sharpen all areas of church to make best first 
impression. Cosmetic details in class rooms, paint 
some that look drab, fix crumbling plaster in music 
room, bad ceiling tiles, etc.  

focus group Trustees Multiple SS rooms were painted with bright, fun colors in summer 2014. 
Sanctuary was repainted in January 2015. Sanctuary door replacement with 
windows was also partly for this “impression” effort. 

Doors in sanctuary - keep open during service to 
be more welcoming to those who may come late. 
Or replace with glass doors??? 

mentioned by 
many 

Trustees Doors were replaced/renovated in January 2015. 

Door between ramp and sanctuary: update with 
more attractive and also include window of some 
size 

MASS class Trustees Door was replaced December 2015 

Move image higher on screen so screen doesn’t 
have to be down so far 

focus group AV/ 
Trustees 
 

Screen was removed as part of AV upgrade and replaced with large monitors 
January 2015 

Paint the outside of the sanctuary doors red to focus group Trustees Exterior sanctuary doors were replaced Fall 2014 with solid oak doors with 3 
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make them more inviting. panes of windows for more welcoming entrance. 

Post the UM slogan, Open Hearts, Open Doors, 
Open Minds prominently at every entrance 

focus group Trustees Part of 2015 signage discussion 

After outer doors are replaced repurpose the old 
doors somehow. Art display? Something…. 

focus group Trustees Old doors are available for this purpose if someone wants to take it on 

Items that fall under the category of WORSHIP 

Be aware of what is broadcast to the overflow area 
and to the nursery 

Congregant AV/ 
worship 

Ongoing 

Worship Team: group of individuals willing to work 
with pastors on ways to evolve one service to 
include a laity worship team to help lead service - 
including music, prayer, liturgy, etc.   

Rose/Monique 
discussed 

Worship New staff position is partly focused on worship coordination. This is still 
evolving but has made significant progress in providing coordination of 
logistics, guidance for all involved in worship, and increased collaboration 
among groups. Vision is to see Worship committee evolved to be more 
involved in this type of thing. 

Create period after welcome/greeting time to usher 
in spirit of worship/prep 

Rose Worship The Centering Moment has become a regular part of our worship time and is 
now being incorporated into the worship volunteer/team process. Hearing 
from different individuals each week allows not only for a moment of 
centering, but for an opportunity for individuals to share/witness about their 
faith, a nice progression of participation beyond the liturgist role. 

Use more visual aids/props: brainstorm ways to do 
this - who, when, how to determine, etc. 

Rose Worship Having a staff person to help with worship coordination has made this easier. 
Need to continue to find creative ways to use the space we have available for 
this kind of thing. One consideration is our calendar of altar flowers. As the 
altar is the main area available for presentation of visual aids it can be a 
challenge to use this space and still have the flowers on there.  

Altar flowers: consider ways to evolve to placing 
items other than flowers that would represent 
something “given to God” - an item in memory of a 
loved one, a symbol expressing concern for a 
group/individual. Still invite people to sign up for 
“altar offering” and invite them to use opportunity 
for personal sharing of why they chose placed 
what they did on the altar.  

Monique Worship The altar flower calendar is a long standing tradition at GUMC, and it is 
complicated to mess with changing it. Is it still something that people do 
joyfully or is it out of obligation because the slots need to be filled? 
Sometimes we seem to be asking/begging to fill the last spots. Flower 
arrangements usually run around ~$30 per week. Is this the best use of those 
funds? Could an alternative type of offering to honor a loved one be 
implemented?  
 

Use 5th Sundays for a different kind of worship: Congregant Worship No progress. However, after we worshipped in the Friendship Center during 
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“Cowboy Church”, Taize, healing service,  other 
alternatives. 

painting of the sanctuary, there were some comments that we do Friendship 
Center worship on 5th Sundays.  

Create a list of people who are seen as gifted 
readers and prayer leaders. Conduct training for 
those interested and develop list to pull from or to 
create worship teams.  

 Worship Created a liturgist rotation list and implemented Jan 2015. Working towards 
similar list for centering moments (which goes a step further as the individual 
writes their own reflection). Work is ongoing to identify individuals with these 
gifts and find ways to plug them in.  

Look at worship to include these elements: prep of 
leaders, celebrative atmosphere, God centered, 
focused prayer, God moment, reflective spirit, 
offerings received, lives impacted (based on  II 
Chronicles) 
 

NCD: IW 
webinar 

Worship Not intentionally looked at yet 

Solicit feedback weekly in service and weekly with 
staff.  
 

NCD: IW 
webinar 

Worship/ 
Pastors 
 

Not intentionally looked at yet 

 
Track emotional atmosphere of your service on 
scale of  celebrative/hope-filled and 
reflective/serious. Look at tools to help people 
transition between. 
 

NCD: IW 
webinar 

Worship Not intentionally looked at yet. 

Church services with emphasis on current issue: 
economic hard times, illnesses, random violence, 
etc. 

focus group Worship Not intentionally looked at yet 

Bring back announcements given by different 
people at beginning of church. Things like skits or 
info presented in fun ways are memorable, help 
new people get to know some estabilished 
members and their personalities, and help us 
laugh together. Build community. 

focus group Worship/ 
Pastors 

Ongoing discussion. Need to be open to all ways to convey messages and 
build community 

Have one service be more contemporary style of 
music and order of worship to appeal to younger 
generation.  

focus group Worship/ 
Pastors 

Feedback showed that most people, while they may have a preference for 
traditional or contemporary style, generally stated they also have an 
appreciation for all types. Thus, a blended approach in terms of music has 
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been tried most recently. Need further discussion and exploration of making 
the two services more distinct. 

Improve the quality of the bulletin. Use higher 
quality paper, color printing, tri-fold larger piece of 
paper 

focus group Worship Bulletin format was replaced with a tri-fold approach Jan 2015. Other changes 
are part of ongoing discussion. 

Announcements. As leader of a group that wants 
to share information with the congregation, has felt 
discouraged from being able to reach out to 
congregation. Understand need to control amount 
of time spent on announcements, but seek 
balance in written and spoken because both are 
needed. 

focus group Worship/ 
Pastors 

Ongoing announcement discussion 

Early service attendee- Would like to have more 
music, the choir every week 

focus group worship/ 
music 

All choirs now almost always perform at both services when they perform. 

Enjoy variety in presentation of music. Having 
singing stand or enter at the back and such. 

focus group worship/ 
music 

Ongoing. Upgraded sound system offers more options with additional 
cordless microphones. 

Need a song leader for new or less familiar songs. 
Great when Juli sings along but would like to have 
it even more. 

focus group worship/ 
music 

Need to be more intentional in pursuing this 

Use a different Bible translation for reading of 
scriptures. Something like the Common English 
Translation that uses more current language is 
easier to follow. 

focus group Worship Ongoing 

Do Holy Humor Sundays. Used to be done the 
week after Easter and was one the youth always 
looked forward to. 

focus group worship/ 
pastors 

Ongoing 

Sing fewer verses of songs that are really long, 
especially the ones that are slow. 3 verses ok. Any 
more than 4 gets old. 

focus group worship/ 
pastors/ 
music 

Ongoing 

If we have space in the service for visitors who are focus group Worship/ Ongoing 
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comfortable introducing themselves,  we can be 
more intentional in our welcome to them 

pastors 

Do a weekday evening worship service during the 
summer to provide an option to Sunday morning. 
Use lay speakers from congregation, less formal 
worship atmosphere, etc.  

Rose Worship Discussion happening now about possible change to summer Saturday 
evening service and single, joint Sunday morning service.  

Do a “thank you” service where you invite 
community helpers (police, fire, hospital, nursing 
home employees, etc.). Offer special fellowship 
time and a worship serviced designed around idea 
of showing them appreciation and thanks. 

Rose Worship Not intentionally looked at yet, but a really good idea! 

Build buffer time into service so that there is more 
leeway if another part runs long (like 
announcements). Goal is to try to reduce feeling 
rushed at end.  

focus group worship Ongoing 

Consider alternating amount of 
liturgy/readings/structure of service. How much is 
“required” or standardized by UMC? Is it possible 
to not rely as heavily on the order of worship being 
the same every week so allow for more diversity? 
For example, the centering moment being done by 
NCD prayer team is great - but do we still 
have/need to do the call to worship when we have 
that?  

focus group worship Ongoing 

Add interactive elements to message occasionally. 
Something that makes people get off their feet or 
manipulate an object, fill out a paper, or 
something. 

focus group worship Ongoing 

Please keep praise team or music groups going 
during summer. 

focus group Music/ 
Worship 

Ongoing 

Sing at least one song per service from the green 
or black book, i.e. song that is more upbeat and 
well known by congregation. 

focus group Music/ 
Worship 

Ongoing 
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Invest in music staff to continue to build music 
program, i.e. music director position expansion. 

focus group Worship/ 
SPRC 

Ongoing discussion for SPRC. 

Make short videos of “testimonies” to share during 
church. This could work especially well with youth 
who are more comfortable with technology and 
often nervous to speak in front of large group. 
They could also be recruited to help record the 
videos as it is something second nature to them. 

focus group Worship/ 
Youth 

ongoing 

Guided meditation/imagery/prayer: occasionally 
implement as part of message/service 

Congregant Worship Have been used on occasion and should continue to be one of the methods 
used. 

Always include spoken thanks/praise for those 
who share their gifts in worship from whoever is 
“next”, speaks gratitude those who gave and 
reminds all that we are all encouraged to discover 
and share our gifts. 

NCD webinar Worship/ 
pastors 
and 
worship 
leaders 

Ongoing effort and awareness. 

Provide framework/insight into why we do various 
things in worship - again, reminding all how it fits 
into our ministry framework. 

 Worship Ongoing effort. Could still do better with explaining things, especially keeping 
in mind guests and newcomers and not assuming “everybody knows that”.  

Do a series of sermons on worship 
 

 Worship Rose did a series on the SHIFT book themes in fall 2014 that was well 
received and incorporated many aspects related to worship.  

Continue to encourage use of Bibles by included 
page # in pew Bible for reading and reminding 
people/pausing so they can find it. Encourage 
people to bring their own Bibles. 

 Worship Still needs work, especially given our low NCD scores related to this area. 

Use musicians to help make transitions in 
mood/spirit, especially times of reflection after 
readings/message.  

 Worship 
/Pastors/ 
Music 

Juli is willing to do this and members of the praise team have expressed 
willingness as well for when they are singing. More guidance and direction is 
needed for implementation. 

Re-focus Announcement time: Frame all 
announcements in terms of the WHY instead of 
the what. Cast the vision of how each thing 
mentioned fits within scope of ministry and mission 
of the church.  

NCD: IW 
webinar 

Worship/ 
Pastors 

How announcements are shared is still a work in progress. The 
announcement sheet seems to be somewhat successful, but reframing things 
to convey the “why” instead of what needs a comprehensive 
visioning/communication plan. Some prefer verbal announcements, while 
others argue they end up taking too much time (an ongoing discussion) 
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THOUGHTS FOR CONSIDERATION OF PASTORS 

Message/Liturgy feedback group: small group 
willing to meet with/provide input to pastors on 
lectionary readings for upcoming week 

Rose/Monique 
discussed 

Pastor “On the Journey” study meets most Mondays and goes through the lectionary 
passages every week. Group has a regular group of 4-5 attendees 

Sermons with “attention getters” and stories are 
easier to follow/stay on track with. 

focus group 
 

Pastors Ongoing  

Give a call to action each week, something that is 
specific and achievable to be done within next 
week. Consider mentioning it following week as a 
way to help prompt people to think about and 
possibly share action they took.  

focus group Pastors Ongoing 

Good Samaritan Fund and other similar “regular” 
things. Need to make sure they are 
mentioned/explained every time so that 
newcomers know about them. Maybe use real 
examples of how things like the Good Samaritan 
Fund are used as part of message? 

focus group Pastors Ongoing effort needs to be made to help communicate about these things. 
Always think in terms of the guests/new members 

Deliver message in different way. Recognize that 
many in our society have shorter attention spans 
than they did a generation ago. Could message be 
shortened to help with losing younger people 
midway? 

congregant Pastors Ongoing 

End on a upbeat, inspiring song. Something folks 
will go out humming, singing/happy 

focus group Pastors/ 
Music 

Ongoing 

See an absence of outreach to members of 
Seeland Park and the homebound. 

focus group Pastors/ 
SPRC 

Hire of Trish Ebert as a lay outreach ministry person has helped this. She 
does regular visits to those who are unable to get to church. 

In sermons that discuss the historical background 
and focus on the Bible stories, be sure to include 
an analogy or story that helps to tie it to every day 
life to make it easier to understand the message. 

focus group pastors Ongoing 

 


